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We should probably get one thing out of the way. Subs aren’t the only kinksters who can drop after a scene,
kinky fuckery, or just some intense D/s…stuff. Dom drop is very real. And FYI, it says absolutely nothing about
what “kind” of Dominant you are (or what kind your partner may be) or whether you’re a good Dom or not.
Why a Dominant may drop depends on what’s going on in their head and around them. These are just three of
the most common we’ve experienced, seen, or heard about. The reasons you drop may be different but they
are just as valid.

What Goes Up Must Come Down
Subspace is a thing and so is Top or Dom space. While the sensations and experiences might be different, the
impact is the same. Feel good endorphins, adrenaline, and any number of other biochemical responses are
going on in the brain and the body. John Brownstone reports that he gets hyper-focused, as if there’s nothing
but he and I in the whole world.
And what goes up, must come down. Whether or not you call your experience of top/dom space a “high”
doesn’t matter. It’s about how the body and mind react. Yes, a Dom can feel low, anger, sadness, or just…off
after coming down from top space.

What Kind of Monster Am I?
Depending on the kind of kinky play you enjoy with a partner, it’s not uncommon to question yourself
afterwards. Did I really just hit my partner? Am I the type of person who enjoys causing pain? Saying cruel
things? Treating someone I care about that way?
What we do in BDSM is on the edge, and some of it is on the extreme edge. Don’t beat yourself up if once the
fun is over you’re left wondering whether you’re a monster or not. FYI: You’re not. And talking to your
sub/bottom about their experience of the moment may help you remember this was a consensual thing that
you both enjoyed.

This Isn’t Right
Different from the low that can come from questioning your morality or humanity after kinky fuckery, we’re
all subject to cultural or societal norms and expectations. Are you coming out of your role as a “gentleman” to
be brutal to a partner even though you’ve been told all your life “real men” don’t do this? Have you been

taught that it’s more ladylike to let the man lead and there you are, beating your partner’s ass, defying
everything you’ve been told is “right” or “true?”
It might not even be as gender-normative as all of that. Maybe you’re discovering a different part of your
sexuality or gender identity and none of it matches what you think you know. Can an intense scene (that felt
pretty damn good during and so fucking right) leave you feeling low or uncertain a day or even a week later?
Of course it can.

Dom Drop Happens
Dominance is just as mental for you as submission can be for your partner. We all tend to focus on the
physical acts and our kinky fuckery and forget there’s a living, breathing person who has to deal with what we
do. Dom drop is very real and shouldn’t be ignored. Your emotions, both the good and the bad, need to be
reckoned with. Some self-reflection may help, as might some additional connection with your partner. Neither
of that might work, and you might have to get creative to figure out the fix — or just ride it out.
We’ve discussed drop (both Dom and sub) in a previous episode (39 to be exact) because it happens to both
sides of the slash. In episode 127, we’ll focus on Dom drop specifically. We shouldn’t pretend like it doesn’t
exist or that Doms who experience it are weak or less Domly (neither are true). It’s a natural part of the kinky
fuckery experience.
These aren’t the only reasons drop happens. Have you experienced Dom drop in the past? Why do you think it
happened and how did you help yourself through it? Feel free to share with us in the comments below!

Links for more information:
Dom Drop by John Brownstone
https://southernsirsplace.com/dom-drop/
Dealing with Drop for Subs & Doms Podcast
https://lovingbdsm.kaylalords.com/2016/05/27/dealing-with-drop-for-subs-and-doms-lb039/

